Let KO be the maximum subfield of K abelian over Q. When K = K,,, our problem has been essentially solved by G. Gras and M. N. Gras [ 1 ] by cyclotomic units instead of elliptic units. So we consider relative units and the relative class number of K/K,, in the case where K # KO.
INTRODUCTION
0.1. In the field @ of complex numbers, let K be a subfield of a finite abelian extension of an imaginary quadratic field F. Our problem is to prove an explicit algebraic formula connecting the class number of K with a group of elliptic units and to give an effective algorithm of computing the class number and fundamental units of K. When K contains F, it has been solved in our previous paper [7] . We now assume that K does not contain F. Then R. Schertz [12] has derived such algebraic formulas from a result of C. Meyer [4] by ingenious matrix calculation. Embedding units by a logarithmic map into a commutative group algebra over the field [w of real numbers, we shall prove a relined formula for our algorithm in a simpler way which also makes the meaning of the matrix calculation clear. A summary of the paper has been published in [lo] .
Let L be the composition of K and F, i.e., L = KF, Then the assumption above implies that L is finite abelian over F and quadratic over K. It is easy to show PROPOSITION 1 [4, p. 131 . The field L is normal over the field Q oj rational numbers with galois group G = A v AJ (disjoint coset decomposition), where A is the galois group of L/F and J is the complex conjugation restricted on L.
Notation.
For every finite algebraic number field k, let h, be its class number, Ek be its group of units, and W, be the torsion part of E,. For any subfield k' of k, let D,+ be the different, and E,+ be the group of relative units; E klkr = {E E E, 1 N,+,,(E) E W, for any field k", k' G k" 5 k}.
The symbol (S) denotes the subgroup generated by a subset or an element S of a group in discussion, and the symbol #S denotes the number of elements of a finite set S. 0.2. To get the formula for h,, we begin with a result in [7] . For a while, let L be an arbitrary finite abelian extension of F in @ with galois group A. A group [EL of elliptic units has been explicitly defined together with a simple natural number cL so that we have THEOREM 0 [7, Theorem 23 . The group IEL is offinite index in EL, and c,Q,h, = h,(E, : IE").
Here QA is a natural number with elementary expression, and depends only on the group A.
The factor group EL W,/ W, is a direct product of subgroups isomorphic to non-zero ideals of cyclotomic fields. The fact has played an important role in our algorithm of computing h,, EL.
Let us return to the case where L = KF. By Proposition 1, the inner automorphism of G by J induces an automorphism of A of order 2 as K # K,, and the group algebra Z[ (J)] over the ring Z of rational integers acts naturally on A. Let as be the image of a E A via SE Z[ (J)]. Then the galois group of L/K is (a,J) with a, E A satisfying the condition al+J= 1. * Let LO be the fixed field of the commutator subgroup A'--' of G so that L, = K,F, KO = L, n K, and put ci = Jx, a natural number as will be seen. Then we can state THEOREM 1. The product E,N,,,(lEL) is of jinite index in E,, and ciQA*h~= h,(E, : &,NL,K(~~)).
Here Qz is a natural number with elementary expression, and depends only on the coset a, A' -J. Q? = (n/n,)"* ' n (n/i)"")".
iln, ifno
Here n,=(A:A'~")=[L,:F]=[K,:Q], n,=(A:(a,)AleJ)=n, or n,/2, and cp( .) is the Euler function, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. As an application, we shall derive some class number relations, Theorem 3, Examples 1, 2. 0.3. We shall state Theorem 1 more precisely in Section 1 by defining Q* cL, [EL, and shall prove it in Section 2 together giving an elementary ex;ession of Q;. The algorithm of computing h,, E, will be discussed in Section 3, but the details will be left to future.
CLASS NUMBER FORMULA
1.1. We recall the limit-index, and introduce the *-limit-index. Let A be an arbitrary finite abelian group of order n, and Y be the group of C-irreducible characters of A. To every character ,I of the form A= c x with @E Y, @ # @, (2) and let 7 be the maximal order of QZ. Then QA, which is the limit-index in H. W. Leopoldt [3] , is defined by QA = (7: I). 
Here !PO = ($ E Y 1 t,k' = + }. Let I' be an order of QZ containing Z given by Z'=Z"$l(l -e,) (direct sum ).
Then Q;, which will be called the *-limit-index, is defined by Qz = (I; : Z,).
It is easy to show PROPOSITION 2. The *-limit-index Q; is a well-defined natural number depending only on the coset a, A' -J of A.
Let us examine ZL. For every character 1 of the form (l), by il/ ( ;1 we mean that $ E @. The set A is divided into three J-invariant subsets, i.e., A = A, u A, u ,4, (disjoint union) with A,=(A~/iI$~=@if@lk), A, = {IEA\Ao(~J=~}, (12) and A,= {AEnln"#i}.
Fix a set A' of complete representatives of J-orbits contained in A, u .4*, i.e., A'GA, u/l, such that n'un'J=n,un, and A'n A'J= A,.
For each I E A', let 1' be a fixed character such that
Then a *-invariant direct summand I" of I' is given by Let L be an arbitrary finite abelian extension of an imaginary quadratic field Fin @. We denote the galois group of L/F by A, and use the notation in Section 1.1. Let a" denote the image of a E L under a E A. where p runs through the prime numbers dividing nl = (A : 2,) = #A,. Then a group' lE", which will be called the group of A-relative elliptic units, is defined by
It has been proved that E" is a finite index subgroup of the group EFIIF of relative units by (Pl ), (P2), and is independent of (I~. Significant was that E,,,/ W,, and E"/ W,, are isomorphic to non-zero ideals of the cyclotomic field QZ,.
We now take the product for all 1 E A. Put EL = WL n EFi,/F AEA (19) and EL= w, n IE". i. s A (20) It has been proved that the product in (19) is a direct product modulo W,, and E," s EL with n = #A = [L : F]. Consequently the product in (20) is also a direct product modulo W,, and (E, : lEL) is finite. Putting CL =$JA c:(I), (21) we can restate the algebraic formula cLQAhL=hF(EL: IEL)=h,(EL: EL) fl (E,",,: 1E").
i.E A Here QA is defined by (3) and satisfies (5) .
Remark 1. The map 8,, given explicitly together with C~ in [7, Sect. 4.1 or 4.21 has the properties (Pl) and (P2) above. In particular, c,~ is a natural number then.
1.3. We exactly state the formula connecting the class number with elliptic units for the non-galois case.
Let K be a subfield of any finite abelian extension of an imaginary quadratic field F in Cc. We assume that K does not contain F. Put L = KF. Then L/Q is normal with galois group G = A u AJ (disjoint coset decomposition) by Proposition 1, where A is the galois group of the finite abelian extension L/F, and J is the complex conjugation restricted on L. We only consider the case where K is non-abelian, i.e., non-galois, by the reason explained in Section 0.1. Without confusion, the same symbol J will imply the automorphism of A of order 2 induced from the inner automorphism of G by J. The galois group of the quadratic extension L/K is written as (a,J) with c1* E A satisfying the condition (7) under the notation in Section 1.1. Let txg denote the image of IX EL under gE G. We keep the notation in Section 1.2, too.
Concerning the permutation J on A, let us consider the maps 8,: Al --t @ x with properties (Pl) and (P2) further satisfying that ei,(c7J) = 6,(a) (QEAJ (P3) for all AE A. From these maps 8)., we construct the groups of A-relative elliptic units. Then we have PROPOSITION 3. (i) IfI E A, then (lE')+'= E"'.
(ii) If $ E Y, Ic/ # 1, then S(tiJ) = S($).
(iii) If IELI, then cij= cl.
Proof. It is easy to verify (i) or (ii) under (P3) by the definition (18) or (17), respectively. Then (iii) follows from (ii) since L,(s, (@')F) = L.,(s, $F) in (P2) (cf. [4, p. 171 ). Remark 2. We can check that the additional property (P3) is also true for the explicit maps (Z1 (A EL!) in [7, Sect. 4.1 or 4.21.
For each I E /i, we observe that ,IJ = J. if and only if FL is galois over Q, because 2.1: = 2,~. Moreover A ' -J is the commutator subgroup of G by Proposition 1. So the J-invariant sets in (12) can be expressed as
By L, or K,, we respectively denote the maximum subfield of L or K abelian over Q, i.e., L,={crELIaU=a(aEA'-J)}, K,=L,nK, L, = KO F.
Then N,,,(E,)cE, (AELI,,). Also note that W,= W,. Taking the product on A' as in (13), we put EK = fl ~%;.,,EF;.,F~ n K) (22) 2eA' and EK= fl NLIK(E'). 
ELEMENTARY EXPRESSION OF THE *-LIMIT-INDEX

We compute the *-limit-index
Qz in a similar form as (5) . Let the assumption and the notation be the same as in Section 1.1. The expression (5) of the limit-index can be proved as follows by utilizing the natural structure of n-dimensional @-vector space with hermitian product ( ., . ) on @[A] defined in [7] so that A is an ortho-normal basis: The order Z in (2) is a lattice in the euclidean space RZ, i.e., a discrete module in [WI spanning [WI over R. The maximal order 7 of QZ is also a lattice in RZ; each direct summand I, in (6) is an IA-lattice, i.e., an Z,-invariant lattice in RZ,, so isomorphic to a non-zero ideal of CIZ,. The volume of a fundamental domain for Z in [WI is fi, while that for 7 in [WI is the product of fi/fiC'j (2~ A) because ,/;;e, ($ E !P , ) too, form an ortho-normal basis of C[,4] (cf. [7, (9) , (lo), (15)]). Thus (5) holds by the definition (3) since
We do a similar calculation for Qz. For any SG C[A], put s*= {x*lxES}, s, = {x+x*IxES}, and let S, be as in (8) . Since e T = e, , we have RCA], = (RI), 0 Re, (orthogonal direct sum). r=(n-n,+2n*-2)/2. To compute m*(Z;) by (16), we utilize the decomposition RI, = (RZ'), @( ;z, (RI'),) (orthogonal direct sum).
We first consider for I0 in (9) . Similarly as above, we have (WA 1 eo), = WO)* 0 [We, (orthogonal direct sum ). Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 1 by virtue of (3 1 ), (32).
We next fix any ,IE A' for A' as in (13) , and consider for P in (15). Then J gives an automorphism of RI" over R = [We,,. of order exactly 2. Further Put z;.= {xEzA~xJ=x}, which is, if 1 E /i, , the ring of integers of the fixed field QZ; of (JI o,,) with [QZ, : UX>,] = 2, and, if I E AZ, isomorphic to IA = I',e, by the projection x H xe,. Then we have:
The transformation x H x* is [FBI;-Linear on RI'-.
Hence (RI'), is an [WI;-module. Any character of the form ( 1) is extended linearly on @[A]. On account of (7), we choose one z E I" with $(z) # 0 ($1 A"), i.e., invertible in QI", so that 
which maps (QZ'), onto QZ>,. Note that dim,(RZ'), = dim, RZ; = I'(1) = A"( 1)/2. On this account, any Zj-invariant lattice in (RF), will be called an Z>&tice, which therefore is isomorphic to a non-zero ideal of QZ;. Put Thus the proof ends.
We are now ready to show Theorem 1. Transforming a classical analytic class number formula for the abelian extension L/F, we get the analytic formula Proof The assertion (i) has been obtained in the course of the proof of Theorem 1 above. In (iii), the former part is easy and the latter part is an interpretation of Lemma 4(ii). Let 1 E A,. We note that every proper intermediate field of FJF is of the form F, with some p E A, u A,, so is normal over Q. Hence, by Proposition 6 above, we have a one to one correspon-dence between the set of all proper intermediate fields of F,/F and that of K,JQ by F, = K, F c* K, = F, n K with p E A, A 2 A,? Aj., then NFiIFp = NK; ,I$ on L and NK,.,, 0 N L/K --NLIK 0 NFi,Fp on Fj.. Hence, in (ii), the equality and the first inclusion hold, thus the second inclusion is now clear. Remark 4. As to (iii), it indeed occurs that F,Fi = F,F; with two distinct I, ,u E ,4, n A', and there is no characterization of relative units. It will be better to treat E,,, directly.
We give an elementary expression of the *-limit-index
to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Let us continue the computation from Proposition 4. Namely our task is to get simple expressions of dJ, d: (LEA') in (38), (39). As is well known (cf. [ 14, Proposition 2.7]), we have d;=n$(')p;, pi"'/"-" (jL~n), (46) * where p runs through the prime numbers dividing nL. So we lix one I E A, and assume n = n, for a while. Then A = A, = (a) with a E A, hence A'-'= (ano). Note th t a n, n, = 1 or 2 in (28) as ai E A'--' by (7) . For / each prime number p, we write n = n,nb with nP a power of p and nb prime to p. Put U = ae, so that QZ, = Q(U). Then, for any in Z, we have the following equivalences: u' E I;. 0 a "-J)i= lon/n,Ii.
(47)
Let us decide d,diP2 = (Z, : DQ,j,o,:) and d,*. We first suppose that n/n, is not a prime power. In such a case: there are two distinct prime numbers p, q such that U",, U"b do not belong to Z>. by (47), hence QIA/Qlli is unramified at any finite prime, thus di,di[-'= 1, and also dX = 1 by Lemma 4(i). We next suppose that n/no/n,,, i.e., U"fl~1J by (47), with a prime number p. As [CM, : OI>.] = 2, we can classify this case by (47) into three disjoint types: Type 1. p>2, U"l"$IX, n,=nb. Type 2. p=2, W"$I>, n,=2ni, 4/n. Type 3. p=2, U'EI;, n,=n/2, 81n.
It is a good exercise of cyclotomic fields to verify did;.-' z i ,";c;;; for Type 1, for Type 2 or 3.
To decide d: for these types, let us choose a suitable ZE I,, z # 0, as in (35). Then =(I,), ===Z,n 1;. by (36). In case a, GA' m~J, it is clear that d,* = 1 as we can take : E A. Assume that a, is of order exactly 2 modulo A' J, put Z = U", and U, = a,e,. Then U, does not belong to (U' ") = (Z' ~-'), but U,* does. For Type 1, we have (Z' J)= (Z') = (Z), hence U, = -Z" + ' with some in L, so we take : = Z'(1 -Z), and ~Zj. n Q(Z) is the prime ideal of O(Z) above p fully ramifying over CID, therefore Z,,(Z,), = ?I, and d: = pqp'""'. For Type 2, we have (Z' -") = (Z'), hence (U,) = (Z), so we take ; = U"j4( 1 -U,), and get dj+ = 2v'""' similarly. For Type 3, we have # (Z ' ~ J > = 2, hence U, E I;, , so U,' = ej , thus U, E (Z ' -"), which is not the case. Therefore
if n, = 2n, and 1. is of Type 1 or 2, otherwise.
We summarize these as where i runs through the natural numbers dividing n but not dividing n, in the product.
ProoJ Let A be a cyclic group. Then the map 1-n). gives a bijection from ,4 to the set {iEZli>l, iin}, and the image of A, is the set {ieZli> 1, ijn,}. Moreover AZ=@. For anyjEh,j>O, we can make use of the identity flf!" vP(Ol(p-1) = n (j/i)"(i), iI/ where p runs through the prime numbers dividing i in the second product of the left hand side. This identity is easily verified by comparing the p-parts of the both hands sides for every prime number p. Therefore it follows from (46) that Jj d; l = ($0/n;-"0) fl (n/i)'""', lE/l,U/i~ iln. ilng where n, = n/no. We write any natural number i as i= i'i" with i' a power of 2 and i" odd. Then (n& n;) = 1 because J acts on the Sylow p-subgroup of A either trivially or mapping each element to its inverse for every odd prime number p. Hence n, = nbij, n,(L) = r&i, n,*(l) = n,* with O<iln;l, 1 <jln,,
where n,* is as in Proposition 8, or else n, = ij, n,(A) = i, n,*(d) = 1 with 0<2iIn,, 1 <jln;, for 1 E A,. Note that n' = n; = n,* = 1 if nb = 1. Thus the product of the following three equalities is q; = np* -"0: where S=(l+(-l)P-l)/2.
KEN NAKAMIJLA
ProoJ: Under the assumption, evidently #A = (n -l)/(p -l), #A,, = (n,-l)/(p-1),andd,=PP-*by(46)asnl=p(~E/1).Moreover #A,= ((n/no)-l)/(p-l), n,(;i)=n,*(A)= 1 (AE~,) when p>2, and A, =a when p = 2. Therefore the proof is trivial. COROLLARY 3. If n is an odd prime number, then Q? = 1.
ProoJ: Trivial by the corollaries above or by definition. 3 . CLASS NUMBER RELATIONS 3.1. We make a few remarks on calculation of h,, E,, and show a class number relation related to it.
Once Theorems 1, 2 have been proved, our algorithm has been already settled in principle. In fact, the method introduced in [7, Sect. 31 applies to this case, too, without any essential change. It seems to be tedious to write almost the same procedure exactly again. It is also necessary to do a more detailed discussion in each special case as in [5, 8, 93 , in order to go on numerical efficient computation. So we only point out here some important facts which are different from the case in [7] .
The field K in question is given by the following process:
(I) Let f be a non-zero integral ideal of the imaginary quadratic field F such that f = f, and C(f) be the ray class group of F modulo f.
(II) Take a subgroup U of C(f) such that 0 = U, and L be the class field over F corresponding to U. Then L/Q is a galois extension with galois group G = A v AJ, where A is the galois group of L/F and J is the complex conjugation on L (cf. Proposition 1).
(III)
Fix one k, E C(f) such that k,E, E U, and put a, = (k,, L/F), where (., L/F) is the Artin symbol. Then K is decided as the fixed field of (a, J>. For each AE,~,, we can utilize Proposition 7(iii) as is mentioned in Remark 4. Hence no modification is required. But it should be noticed that this case has not been treated in the preceeding studies [S, 8, 9, 23 . Deeper investigation is expected with numerical computation.
Let us now prove a theorem to establish a special status of the maximum real subfield of L. Put a = L n II% The symbols with asterisk, *, will be replaced by those with plus, +, for 4. Assume that K is not conjugate to Q, i.e., a, does not belong to A ' -J, or equivalently no = 2n,. Then, among the constants in Theorem 1, CL is the same as is mentioned in Remark 3, and Proposition 4, (29), (33) prove : zJI(N,,,(E"))).
Here we observe by (44) that
Consequently we obtain the identity h: Jd:(Z, : ZZ,) = h:h,.,.
On the other hand, by a similar argument as in the proof of [6, Proposition 5 or 63, we see hA,.w?~,,) : a%,,)) = (1, : ZZ,)
(cf. (37), too). This relation indicates that the groups EnijQ, E,,, are closely connected with each other by the operation of z. The best is to select z so that the gap (Ii, : zl,) is as small as possible. In case of degree n = 4 or 6, such a selection has been done in [6, Sect. 2) . Proof. The former assertion is nothing else but (50). Combining (48), (49) with Theorem 1, the latter formula is shown. Remark 6. By virtue of this theorem, we first concentrate on L n [w in numerical computation. After that we may consider other K's as we have done in Section 6 of [8] or of [9] .
3.2. We consider some special cases as examples, but will not do numerical computation.
About numerical results, there are full researches in [S, 111 when n = 3, in [ 81 when n = 4 and A is cyclic, in [9] when n = 6, and essentially in H. Hayashi [2] when n= 5. If n =4 and A is non-cyclic, always K is conjugate to L n [w, and L is cyclic over the imaginary quadratic subfield different from F, so the problem is reduced to the case above.
Assume that a, = 1 in this subsection, i.e., K= L n R, n, = n, (cf. 
AEA'
Further put cK+= n #wp with A"= {i~n'lA'+-'P A",) i. E A " Then, by Theorem 1, we have cK+QA*hK=hK,,(E; : E&x EK,) n (Et : II:).
AEA'
There are many cases where ci = 1 as follows: Here 1~ n is uniquely decided by the condition n, = pq, Note that (EL : Et) 1 Q? by [ These examples indicate how units of sublields and relative units can be utilized. It will be possible to derive a similar class number relation to [ 12, Satz (3.1) ], but it is omitted.
Last, we write I-relative elliptic units more explicitly in a few cases, though 01, again a general map with properties (Pl), (P2), (P3), will not be presented explicitly (cf. The group of A-relative elliptic units appeared in [9] is as follows when O1 is given by [7, (43) ] E$ =(~0,((a2-1)(a3-1))~"~~) for n=6.
